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January & Wesakechak:
The Giant, Orion

JANUARY STAR SIGHTINGS
“Every culture in the Northern Hemisphere can look
outside and see the same stars,” Wilfred Buck
Happy New Year &
Welcome Back!
Our CDSBEO Indigenous Theme of
Skyworld continues with the
exploration of a new constellation –
one that is talked about in the winter,
one that has the appearance of a
giant, and one that is known for a
bright belt.
You may know this constellation as
ORION -- but in our efforts to
decolonize language, we will refer to
this constellation in the language of
the Cree people.

This constellation is called:

WESAKECHAK.

WHAT IS WES AKECHAK?
“We are Star People…” Wilfred Buck

Wesakechak is known as a trickster
and a hero! In Ininewuk stories,
Wesakechak is a prominent figure,
and stories are said to begin, move
forward and end with him. Stories
about Wesakechak are to be only told
only in the winter when he stands tall
in the sky.
Wilfred Buck shares the story of the
Wesakechak from a Cree perspective
in this short video:

Cree Legend of the Star People

THE STORY OF THE W E S AKECHAK
Wilfred Buck states, “…as children, the stories of Orion, the Hunter…were presented to
impressionable young minds as knowledge given from great cultures; no other alternative
viewpoints were presented. Such experiences left me with the impression that my people were
not smart enough to have such perspectives as those that can be associated with the
heavens…I know now that this is not the case.”
For a complete story on Wesakechak and
his creation of the moon, visit: The
Origin of the Moon
* Please note: this story comes from Galileo.org, a
government sanctioned educational network created
to facilitate an understanding of Canadian social
and cultural elements. The group itself is nonIndigenous and the story does not specify the
nation from which this story originates.

H OW CA N I F IN D
W E S A KE CHA K ?
•

•

This special constellation is easiest to find in the
winter. Look for three bright stars in a line—this
belt sits right over the equator. (Using a compass
on a smartphone could make this even easier! It
will identify southeast – where the first sighting
would be – and then slowly moves to the
southwest of the night sky☺)
The two stars north of this are Wesakechak’s
shoulders and include a giant red star. The two
brighter stars to the south are his legs. A brighter
blue star can be seen as Wesakechak’s left foot.
Fun Fact!
Ancients used Wesakechak to predict the seasons: If
it appeared at midnight, the grapes were ready to
harvest. If it appeared in the morning, summer was
beginning. If it appeared in the evening, winter had
arrived.

H OW C AN I C H RON I C LE
W E S AK ECHAK SI GH TI N GS?
•

Check out this Star Map – it contains First
Nations names, and Wesakechak is titled here
under “The Giant.” Star Map - First Nations
Names

•

January Star Chart – colonized language, but
clear placement: January Stars

•

Here’s a Stargazing Chart: Stargazing Chart
for younger students. Some of you might have
already used this to chart your constellations.

Finally,
•

Check out this site for an overview of
Wesakechak and other stories associated with
him! Learning About Wesakechak

* Please Note: Again, this last story comes from
Galileo.org which is not an Indigenous site. We wanted to
include this story as the information and teacher planning
elements are worthwhile to note.

A LITTLE MORE INFO…FYI
“…in all its glorious colours and brilliance, [Wesakechak] attracts more notice than
just about any other constellation” – Frank Dempsey
In his article from 2009, Dempsey takes a look at
Indigenous language for some of Wesakechak’s
main stars. The three bright stars that make up
the “belt” is translated from Cree as “The Three
Chiefs” while in Inuktitut they are called “Ullaktut”
which identifies “three runners or hunters.”
Betelgeuse and Bellatrix were coupled together
as “Akuttujuuk” and identified as important with
the return of daylight.
For additional information and stories on these
pointer stars, please refer to Dempsey’s article
here: Further Wesakechak Information
Fun Fact!
Betelgeuse is a giant red star in “it’s last violent stages of
evolution,” says astrophysicist Andrea Dupree. It has varied
in brightness for some time, but despite the hype of an
explosion, this article from The New York Times states, “it
merely sneezed!” It will certainly explode…sometime in the next
100,000 years☺

CROSS-CURRICULAR RESOURCES
Connect back to the Wesakechak tale and
have students illustrate the story.
• Older students can make a thematic or
theoretical connection
• Younger students might enjoy creating a
series of pictures in a children’s book
format
• Check out images and information from
these two talented artists:
• Wesakechak and the Moon
• Wesakechak and the Origin of the
Moon

•

Check out the following blog post: Math Meets Astronomy for a
great way to teach grades 3-4 angles using constellations!

•

This K-6 resource was created from our CDSBEO Math
Department: Map the Stars! various levelled tasks use the
apparent distance to the constellation to provide a fun activity
that connects to the Spatial Sense strand. Enjoy!

EXTRA INFO & RESOURCE OPTIONS
There are a few apps that can be handy for all sorts of
stargazing. Students can use these on their own, or this
can be used in a classroom setting. This article outlines
two great options depending on level of interest and ability.
Students can create images and understand astronomical
data with coding. Following a scaffolded set of activities
and working with data from NASA orbiting telescopes on
sources from exploded stars to black holes, through
Recolouring the Universe, students can experience real
world application of science, technology & art (Grades 6+).
Check out OnCore in your CDSBEO Apps. Here is a link to a
video that reinforces why it is so important to remain
Connected to the Sky
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